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Abstract In this paper, an unsupervised learning algorithm,
neighborhood linear embedding (NLE), is proposed to dis-
cover the intrinsic structures such as neighborhood relation-
ships, global distributions and clustering property of a given
set of input data. This algorithm eases the process of intrinsic
structure discovery by avoiding the trial and error operations
for neighbor selection, and at the same time, allows the dis-
covery to adapt to the characteristics of the input data. In
addition, it is able to explore different intrinsic structures
of data simultaneously, and the discovered structures can be
used to compute manipulative embeddings for potential data
classification and recognition applications. Experiments for
image object segmentation are carried out to demonstrate
some potential applications of the NLE algorithm.

1 Introduction

Intrinsic structures, such as neighborhood relationship, glo-
bal distribution and clustering, are the essence of exploratory
data [1]. The discovery of intrinsic structures has a signifi-
cant impact on data representation and manipulation, and has
potential applications in many disciplines including infor-
mation retrieval, image and video database analysis, data
mining, climate pattern analysis, speech recognition and so
forth [2–9].

The strategies and methodologies to discover intrinsic
structure can be mainly categorized into linear methods such
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as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which discovers the
structural properties of these input using cross correlation
[10] and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) which seeks to
preserve pairwise Euclidean distance and simple formations
of data [11], and nonlinear methods such as Isomap by which
the geodesic relationship among input data is kept unchanged
in the embeddings computed [12], Locally Linearly Embed-
dings (LLE) by which the local neighborhood structures are
remained in dimensionality reduction [1], and Laplacian
Eigenmap (LE) which contributes to the weight computation
of these links using a method deduced from the heat equa-
tions [13]. These geometry-based nonlinear methods were
proposed due to the nonlinear properties of high-dimensional
input data and seek to map a given set of high-dimensional
data points into a low-dimensional space, starting with a
preprocessing step that decides for each datum point which
of the rest data points should be considered its neighbors
[14]. Then they link each datum point to its neighbors and
compute measures of the local geometry among input data
points. These nonlinear methods have to choose appropriate
neighbors for each datum point [15], which is a fundamen-
tal problem as neighbor selection affects the final outcome
of the surrogate computed embeddings in a low-dimensional
space. Normally, neighbor selection requires a priori infor-
mation about the global geometry of the high-dimensional
input data points, which is unavailable in most applications
such that many methods may have to involve a trial and error
process to select neighbors for each datum point, and the
algorithms may not adapt to the data with different charac-
teristics. Moreover, they focus on discovering either neigh-
borhood relationship or global distribution. Some methods
can overcome this problem. For example,Local tangent space
alignment (LTSA) is a manifold learning algorithm efficient
for many nonlinear dimension reduction problems and robust
against the number of nearest neighbors. But large data sets
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and new come data may cause performance decline of this
method. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised lear-
ning algorithm to discover neighborhood relationship, glo-
bal distribution, as well as clustering of input data points
simultaneously and adaptively. The preliminary results of
this research was presented in [7]. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:

i) An unsupervised learning algorithm, neighborhood
linear embedding (NLE) is proposed, which eases the
process of intrinsic structure discovery by avoiding the
trial and error operations for neighbor selection, and at
the same time, allows the discovery to adapt to the cha-
racteristics of the input data points. Furthermore, it is
able to discover neighborhood relationship and global
distribution of input data points simultaneously.

ii) The NLE algorithm can be extended to simultaneously
discover another important structure intrinsic in the data,
namely clustering, by using Euclidean distance histo-
gram and a threshold approach.

iii) A closed-form solution is provided to compute the
weight matrix constructed by the NLE algorithm.

iv) An image object segmentation approach is proposed
whereby the operations are carried out in patches. The
NLE algorithm combined with a dimensionality reduc-
tion approach is able to map objects in an image to
clusters in the embedding space, which profits the sub-
sequent classification and recognition processes.

For ease of presentation, the symbols used in this paper can
be found in Table 1.

2 Intrinsic structure discovery

In general, methods of structure discovery are integrated into
manifold learning or dimensionality reduction in the follo-
wing manner: (i) a geometric structure is set up for each
datum point, say xi , by linking this point to its neighbors.
These neighbors can be selected if they are the K -nearest
neighbors (known as KNNs) or within a hyper-ball cente-
red at xi with radius, ε (known as ε-neighborhoods [13]),
(ii) the weight of each link is assigned by methods dedu-
ced by the heat equations [13] or is computed such that all
neighbors of a point can be used to approximate it with the
minimum approximation error in the least square sense [1],
and (iii) the computed weight matrix is used to compute
embeddings corresponding to input data through dimensio-
nality reduction methods. This process shows that intrinsic
structure discovery forms the first and important pass of the
whole process, and has significant impacts on the subsequent
steps.

Table 1 Nomenclature

R Set of real numbers

R
n Set of n-dimensional vectors

xi i th Input datum point

x̂i Approximation of the i th input datum point

yi i th output embedding

X Input matrix containing input data points

Y Output matrix containing computed
embeddings

nD Dimension of input data points

nd Dimension of computed embeddings

ni Neighbor number of xi

N Number of input data points

ζi∼ j Similarity measurement between xi and x j

�i, j Euclidean distance between xi and x j

�i. min Euclidean distance of xi to its nearest neighbor

�i Neighborhood set of xi

�i (m) mth element of �i

Ei
k|φ Evaluation of the additional information

(provided by xk ) to xi in the presence of an
empty set, φ

Ei
k| j Evaluation of the additional information

(provided by xk ) to xi in the presence of x j

Ei
k|�i

Evaluation of the additional information
(provided by xk ) to xi in the presence of the
set, �i

wi j Weight of the link from x j to xi

W The weigh matrix

γ Constant demarking the decision boundary

ηi Lagrange coefficient

2.1 Neighborhood linear embedding (NLE)

To explore the intrinsic structure of the input data points,
the KNN method has been widely used due to its simplicity
and ease of implementation. However, this method is less
geometrically intuitive as: (i) a small K leads to possible
isolation of points, and (ii) a large K may result in the grou-
ping of different clusters. In addition, the selection of K is a
trial and error process that affects the tradeoff between cases
(i) and (ii). The similarity is drawn to the selection of ε for
the ε-neighborhoods method. Furthermore, due to the com-
plexity, nonlinearity and variety of high-dimensional input
data, it is difficult to apply a fixed K to all data points. An
adaptive scheme to select K is more appropriate. Thus, we
seek to select neighbors adaptively for the representation of
each input datum point and avoid redundant information of
its representation as much as possible. While it eases set-
ting up a criterion for neighbor selection such that neighbor
selection can be achieved in an unsupervised manner, this
criterion may select neighbors in a more global view so that
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Fig. 1 γ effect given nc = 1

more helpful information may be reserved. In this way, an
unsupervised learning algorithm can be derived to select the
neighbors for each input datum point, xi , adaptively such that
the data point can be approximated by

x̂i =
ni∑

j=1

wi j x j (1)

where wi j is the weight of the link from a neighbor, x j , to
xi , and ni is the neighbor number of xi . Before proceeding
further to select these neighbors, we define a similarity mea-
surement for two input data points, xi and x j (xi , x j ∈ R

nD ),
by

ζi∼ j = exp(−�i, j ) (2)

where �i, j = ∥∥xi − x j
∥∥ is the Euclidean distance between

xi and x j . The properties of this similarity measurement are:

1. ζi∼ j is maximized, i.e., 1, if �i, j = 0. It indicates that xi

and x j are identical, and xi can be fully represented or
approximated by x j .

2. ζi∼ j is minimized, i.e., 0, if �i, j → +∞, which means
that x j is totally different from xi . Thus, point x j has no
contribution to the presentation of xi .

3. ζi∼ j decreases monotonically with respect to �i, j . It
means that the further x j is from xi , the less contribution
of x j to the representation of xi .

These properties provide an evaluation about how much x j

can be used to approximate xi . If x j is the nearest point to
xi , ζi∼ j is of the maximum value as compared to those of
other points. Thus, we assume that the nearest point of xi is
one of its neighbors. If a new point, say xk , is given in the
presence of x j , we need to evaluate the additional information
provided by xk (to xi ) to avoid any redundancy in the overall
representation of xi . This evaluation is obtained based on the
following assumptions:

A1: If xk coincides with x j , xk can be fully represented
by x j . It has no contribution to the approximation of
xi and should be discarded to avoid redundancy of xi

representation.

A2: Point xk is a new neighbor of xi if it is more similar
to xi than x j . Mathematically, this condition can be
expressed by ζi∼k ≥ γ ζ j∼k , where γ is a constant.

A3: Point xk has the same similarity to both xi and x j if the
distance from xk to xi (x j ) is large as compared to �i j .

To fulfil these assumptions, we define a convention by

Ei
k| j =

{
ζi∼k, if ζi∼k ≥ γ ζ j∼k

(1 − ζ j∼k)
ncζi∼k, otherwise

(3)

to evaluate the additional representation information provi-
ded by xk , where nc is a constant. The value of γ demarkes
a boundary where ζi∼k is γ times of ζ j∼k . To investigate the
effect of γ on Ei

k| j , a simple illustration is shown in Fig. 1,
where xi and its nearest neighbor, x j , are two-dimensional
input data points. The distance from xi to x j is �i. min. It
determines a circle centered at xi . The area outside of this
circle is the possible location of xk , which is divided into
two sub-areas by part of the circle and a boundary defined by
ζi∼k = γ ζ j∼k . The sub-area with the hashed pattern shows
the condition where ζi∼k > γζ j∼k . If xk tends to x j , Ei

k| j
goes to zero, which fulfills the assumption A1. It is clear from
(3) that (1 − ζ j∼k)

ncζi∼k ≤ ζi∼k , and (1 − ζ j∼k)
ncζi∼k ≈

ζi∼k iff � jk(�ik) → +∞. This fulfills the assumption A3.
For completion, the convention in (3) is extended to other two
cases where an empty set, φ, and a neighborhood set, �i , are
present, and let Ei

k|φ = ζi∼k and Ei
k|�i

= min{Ei
k|m}, m ∈ �i .

Based on these evaluations, the neighbors of xi are chosen
in the following manner:

1. If x j is the closest point to xi , x j is assumed to be a
neighbor of xi . Thus, �i = { j} initially.

2. Suppose that xk is the second nearest point to xi . Point
xk is a neighbor of xi if Ei

k| j in (3) is maximized. To

maximize Ei
k| j , we can simply apply the criterion ζi∼k ≥

γ ζ j∼k , which can be simplified by

� j,k ≥ �i,k + ln γ (4)

where ln γ ≥ 0 (γ ≥ 1) can be an additional condi-
tion to avoid eliminating the effect of �i,k . Thus, the
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neighborhood set, �i , can be updated by

�i =
{

�i ∪ {k}, if � j,k ≥ �i,k + ln γ

�i , otherwise
(5)

In this way, points in �i have greater effects on the
presentation of xi as compared to the reciprocal effects
among themselves.

3. To examine whether xm is a neighbor of xi if �i contains
two or more elements, the condition in (4) is applied to
all these elements and �i is updated by

�i =
{

�i ∪ {m}, if � j,m ≥ �i,m + ln γ ∀ j ∈ �i

�i , otherwise
(6)

These three steps are applied to all data points (except for xi )
in an ascending order of distance to xi and �i is thus obtained.
To store the discovered links among input data points, the
neighborhood sets �i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N , N is the number
of input data points) are used to construct a weight matrix
W = {wi j }, (i, j = 1, . . . , N ) with the following constraint

�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j = 1, ∀ i = 1, . . . , N , (7)

where �i ( j) is the j th element in �i and wi j is a constant
weight representing the contribution level of x j to the
approximation of xi . The way to compute the weight matrix
will be discussed later. The construction of �i and W is
detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: W = NLE(X, γ )
Data: γ , X (compute distance matrix D from X and sort it in ascending order to

have the sorted distance matrix N E and corresponding index matrix L)
Result: W
for i = 1 to N do1

�i = {L2i };2
ni = 1;3
for j = 3 to N do4

if (N E ji + ln γ ) ≤ �kL ji
∀ k ∈ �i then5

�i = �i
⋃{L ji };6

ni = ni + 1 ; /* ni is the neighbor number7
of xi */

for i = 1 to N do8
for j = �i (1) to �i (ni ) do9

compute wi j ; /* Construct weight matrix W */10

The links among input data points can be discovered using
the NLE algorithm. But the weight of these links, wi j , are
unknown. The next step is to compute the weight matrix W
such that the intrinsic structure of the data can be completely
known. The computation of weight matrix can be achieved
by minimizing the approximation error for each datum point
xi [1]. Take the i th row of weight matrix, Wi , for example,

the approximation error can be computed by

ε(Wi ) = ‖xi − x̂i‖ = ‖xi

�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j

−
�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j x j‖ = ‖
�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j (xi − x j )‖

=
�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j

�i (ni )∑

k=�i (1)

wik(xi − x j )
T (xi − xk). (8)

By defining Ci ( j, k) = (xi − x j )
T (xi − xk) and applying a

Lagrange multiplier to Eq. (7), we have

ε(Wi ) =
�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j

�i (ni )∑

k=�i (1)

wikCi ( j, k)

+ ηi

⎛

⎝
�i (ni )∑

j=�i (1)

wi j − 1

⎞

⎠ (9)

where ηi is the Lagrange coefficient. The partial differentia-
tion of ε with respect to each weight wi�i ( j) is

∂ε(Wi )

∂wi�i ( j)
=2

�i (ni )∑

k=�i (1)

wikCi (�i ( j), k)+ηi , ∀ j ∈ �i .

(10)

Let ∂ε(Wi )
∂wi�i ( j)

= 0,∀ j and consider the weight constraint in

Eq. (7), we have

C W
T
i = q (11)

where

C =
[

0 1

1 2C

]

C =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Ci (�i (1),�i (1)) · · · Ci (�i (1),�i (ni ))

...
. . .

...

Ci (�i (1),�i (ni )) · · · Ci (�i (ni ),�i (ni ))

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

W
T
i = [ηi wi�i (1) wi�i (2) · · · wi�i (ni ) ]T =[ηi Wi ]T

q̄ = [1 0 · · · 0]T

where C = [C jk]( j, k = 1, . . . , ni ) is a symmetric matrix
with dimension ni × ni , C jk = Ci (�i ( j),�i (k)), Wi =
[wi�i (1) wi�i (2) · · · wi�i (ni )]. Since the inverse of C depends
strongly on the input data points, it may exist under very
restrictive conditions. If the number of neighbors is larger
than the dimension of input data points, C may be singular,
which subsequently leads to the singularity of C . To calcu-
late the weight matrix Wi uniquely, matrix C is regulated by
C = C + ηr I, where I is an ni × ni identity matrix and ηr is
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Fig. 2 Example of Swiss roll

a constant with a small value. The regularization allows C to
be full rank. However, to reduce the effect of ηr on C , ηr is
chosen to be small as compared to the trace of C . Thus, with
this necessary regularization of C in C , we have

W
T
i = C

−1
q. (12)

In this way, W is obtained row by row. The computed weight
matrix contains information about the neighborhood rela-
tionship represented spatially by the position of the non-zero
components, and the contribution of one point to another is
represented numerically by the component values.

To manipulate the high-dimensional data points and visua-
lize their intrinsic structures, NLE is combined with a dimen-
sionality reduction technique to observe these structures in
a low-dimensional description space. The low-dimensional
embeddings Y can be obtained by choosing the eigenvec-
tors associated with the nd lowest eigenvalues of matrix
M = (I − W )T (I − W ), with the Rayleitz–Ritz Theorem

playing its role [16]. For comparison purpose, simulations
based on the Swiss roll data are given in Fig. 2. Figure 2b
shows the 3D data points randomly sampled from the 3D
manifold illustrated in Fig. 2a while Fig. 2c–e illustrate the
computed embeddings based on KNN, ε-neighborhoods and
NLE algorithm, respectively, for the condition where nd = 2.
According to the color coding, the neighborhood relation-
ships are preserved by selecting K or ε using the trial and
error method. Unlike these “unfolded” embeddings, NLE
based approach computes the embeddings by putting neigh-
borhood embeddings closer and preserving the shape of
Swiss roll. To have a better comparison between KNN and
NLE, we compute the embeddings of the same data points
by setting nd = nD = 3. It is expected that the computed
embeddings should be similar to those in Fig. 2b. The com-
puted embeddings using KNN and NLE based approaches
are shown in Fig. 2f and e, respectively. It shows that KNN
based approach loses a main feature of input data points, i.e.,
roll shape, while NLE preserves not only the neighborhood
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Fig. 3 Structure discovery of Swiss roll using NLE

relationship but also this global distribution feature. In this
way, NLE based approach is able to preserve the intrinsic
structure of the input data as much as possible in the process
of dimensionality reduction. The fundamental characteristics
of these results are summarized as follows:

i) It is clear from the color coding that neighborhood rela-
tionships in high-dimensional input data are preserved
in the low-dimensional embeddings.

ii) NLE preserves not only the local neighborhood relation-
ship but also the global distribution of the original data
set. As shown in Fig. 2, the roll-like shape of the three-
dimensional manifold is kept unchanged, which cannot
be achieved by KNN or ε-neighborhoods method.

In order to investigate the effects of γ , the sampled data points
as in Fig. 2b are processed by NLE based approach with
different values of γ . The computed embeddings are shown
in Fig. 3. The three graphs in the first row are the computed
embeddings and the second row shows the distribution of the
neighbor number. The results show that the value of γ affects
the level of neighbor number. The smaller value of γ is, the
more neighbors an input point may have. However, γ = 1 is
able to provide satisfactory results such that γ is set to 1 in
the rest of this paper.

Although NLE is able to discover the neighborhood
relationship and global distribution of input data points simul-
taneously, it increases the computation complexity of disco-
vering the links to O(N 2 × nD + N 3) while that of KNN
and ε-neighborhoods are O(N 2 × nD) for a fixed value of
K or ε. Since KNN and ε-neighborhoods involve trial and
error operations to look for an appropriate value of K and ε,
NLE may be computationally low as compared to KNN and

ε-neighborhoods methods from the overall point of view. Due
to the fact that NLE is able to avoid the trial and error ope-
rations used in KNN or ε-neighborhoods methods, it eases
the discovery process. Furthermore, it allows the discovery
process to adapt to the characteristics of each input datum
point as in Fig. 3.

2.2 Clustering

Besides neighborhood relationship and global distribution,
clustering is another important intrinsic structure of input
data. Generally, data with similar features or structures are
close geometrically to each other. This subsequently incre-
ases the density at certain areas. For ease of density com-
putation, we make use of the Euclidean distance histogram
to simply extend NLE and design the clustering neighbo-
rhood linear embedding algorithm (CNLE). Figure 4 shows
the procedure of clustering based on this idea. The top right
graph shows the discovered structures of a given set of 2D
data that are shown in the top left graph by using NLE. The
corresponding distance histogram for these links in the graph
is shown in the bottom left graph. Based on the histogram,
a threshold approach can be applied to remove links that
have low probability of occurrence. These links correspond
to the low density areas in the input space. Let ch be the
threshold such that a link with length larger than ch will be
removed. The clustered structure is shown in the bottom right
graph wherein three clusters are identified. The algorithm to
implement CNLE is detailed in Algorithm 2 with input X
and threshold ch .

For the comparison of the clustering property, graphic
illustrations for LLE–KNN, NLE and CNLE are shown by
using the data in the right graph of Fig. 5. These data are
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Fig. 4 Clustering procedure
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Algorithm 2: W = CNLE(X, γ , ch)
Data: γ , ch , X (compute distance matrix D from X and sort it in ascending

order to have the sorted distance matrix N E and corresponding index
matrix L)

Result: W
for i = 1 to N do1

�i = {L2i };2
ni = 1;3
for j = 2 to N do4

if (N E ji + ln γ ) ≤ �kL ji
and N E ji ≤ ch ∀ k ∈ �i then5

�i = �i
⋃{L ji };6

ni = ni + 1 ; /* ni is the neighbor number7
of xi */

for i = 1 to N do8
for j = �i (1) to �i (ni ) do9

wi j = ai j (ai j �= 0) ; /* construct weight matrix W */10

Fig. 5 Manifold of two rolls and corresponding samples

randomly sampled from two disjoint rolls that are close
together with certain overlapping as shown in the left graph
of the figure. Computed embeddings using LLE–KNN with
different K values are shown in Fig. 6. If K = 7, the embed-
dings form a line, which cannot provide any neighborhood or
cluster characteristics of these two rolls. Similarly, no infor-
mation about neighborhood relationship and cluster infor-
mation can be obtained if K = 34 as in Fig. 6c. If the
number of neighbors is properly chosen, e.g., K = 16, clus-
ter structure is discovered as in Fig. 6b. However, it is not
able to preserve the global distribution of input data points.
These results indicate that LLE–KNN can only discover a
limited type of intrinsic structures even if K is carefully
chosen through trial and error process. In comparison to
LLE–KNN, NLE is able to preserve the neighborhood rela-
tionship and the global distribution of the data simultaneously
as shown in Fig. 7a. However, from the clustering point of
view, the computed embeddings are overlapped to certain
degree. The graph in Fig. 7b, however, shows that CNLE not
only preserves the neighborhood relationship and global dis-
tribution but also the clustering of the input data points. It
is worth noting that the threshold in CNLE should be cho-
sen carefully as it affects the clustering property greatly.
Moreover, CNLE cannot adapt to the clustering statistics of
input data points. For further comparison, the same input data
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Fig. 6 Clustering based on
LLE–KNN

Fig. 7 Clustering based on
NLE, CNLE and NK algorithm

points are fed into neighborhood knowledge (NK) algorithm
to compute embeddings. NK algorithm aims to improve the
clustering property of LLE and ISOMAP algorithm [17,18].
Two main parameters for this algorithm are: (i) neighborhood
number K = 16, and (ii) a threshold Pf alse = 2, which are
carefully chosen through trial and error process. Figure 7c
shows the computed embeddings. Although this approach is
able to cluster the computed embeddings and constructs the
neighborhood graph within each cluster, the global distribu-
tion property of input data points cannot be preserved.

From the numerical analysis presented in Figs. 6 and 7,
we have the following observations:

(i) LLE–KNN and NK can give the most intuitive and
straightforward clustering as shown by Figs. 6b and 7c.

(ii) The LLE–KNN method may give a good clustering
result to make the consequent classification procedure
easier, but this can only be obtained with a careful
selected parameter K .

(iii) NK gives good result in this simulation study, but the
algorithm add a new parameter Pfalse, which make
the situation more complicated and the computatio-
nal complexity is quite high.

(iv) NLE and CNLE have advantages in that they preserve
not only the clustering of the input data points but also
the neighborhood relationship and global distribution
and avoid trial and error procedure for parameter selec-
tion. But from the clustering point of view, the disad-
vantages of NLE and CNLE is that they don’t give a
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Fig. 8 Calculated embeddings of face pose

very strict and direct clustering result as LLE–KNN
and NK.

(v) CNLE may make less overlapping in clustering result,
but the threshold in CNLE affects the clustering pro-
perty greatly.

(vi) As such, a trade off to be made in all the methods
presented in computational complexity, user interfe-
rences in the tuning, which method is better is a situa-
tion dependent case.

(vii) Many other common spectral methods such as spec-
tral clustering [19,20] and normalized cuts [21] are
efficient for object segmentation in images.
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Fig. 9 Feature clustering

3 Simulation studies

In this section, several simulation studies are presented to
demonstrate the potential applications of NLE and CNLE.
The first simulation study is to find the coherent relation-
ship among a set of face images using NLE approach. This
data set contains N = 698 gray images at a resolution of
64 × 64, i.e., nD = 4096 [12]. Each image can be regarded
as a collection of numbers, each specifying light intensity
at an image pixel. This collection of numbers also specifies
the Cartesian coordinates of a point with respect to a set of
axes. Therefore, each image can be identified with a point in
an abstract high-dimensional image space. The input datum
point xi is constructed by formatting the image pixel column
by column from left to right and concatenating them to form a
column vector. The computed two-dimensional embeddings
are shown by “∗” in Fig. 8, some of which have correspon-
ding image shown next to them. These embeddings form an
arch-bridge shape, in which the individual axes correspond
roughly to the small number of degrees of freedom present
in the data. Although nD is large, the motion of the subject
head can be parameterized by only two variables, namely,
azimuth, α, and elevation, β, which may be represented by
the horizontal and vertical axis respectively. Suppose each of
these images, xi , is associated with a known vector [αi , βi ].
If a new face image is given, we can compute its correspon-
ding embedding and find its position in Fig. 8. By using the
relationships of the new computed embedding to its neigh-
bors, the vector [α, β] associated with the new image can
be estimated. Thus, we are able to identify the direction the
subject is looking at.

The second simulation is to study image object segmen-
tation using the CNLE approach. In this simulation study,

Table 2 Relationship between computed clusters and image objects

Cluster Image object

1 The wall in the top left area

2 Hair (denser area) and face of the left colleague

3 T-shirt

4 Light color paper in the middle

5 Paper in bottom middle area

6 Color plastic bag

7 Color calendar in the top right area

8 Hair (the top left sub-cluster in this cluster)
and face of the right colleague

9 Edge of the PC screen

Fig. 10 Image feature

we segment the image objects from another perspective: an
image can be divided into many image patches. Each image
patch is treated as an input datum point. For simplicity, these
image patches are identical in size. A sample image is given
at the top of Fig. 9. This picture is divided into square patches
at a resolution of 17×17. Due to the fact that the image
objects are distributed in the image spatially, the input data
points are constructed using vector concatenation by joining
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Fig. 11 Motion sequence and
corresponding embeddings

the spatial information to image color information, namely,
x̄i = [ηcxT

i , ηs x̃ T
i ]T , where x̃i = [yi , zi ]T is the image coor-

dinate of the center of an image patch corresponding to xi , ηc

and ηs are constants that summarizes the weight of color and
spatial information in the input data. The computed embed-
dings are shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 9. It can be
observed that these embeddings form several clusters and
each cluster corresponds to one object in the image as sum-
marized in Table 2. Clearly, the clustering of data are realized
in clusters and the neighborhood relationships are preserved

in the form of clusters. Since the embedding yi corresponds to
xi and xi is associated with the spatial information provided
by x̃i ,

yi ∈ Clusterm (the mth cluster in the embedding space)
↓
xi ∈ Objectm (the mth object in image)

(13)

an image object can be extracted by piecing up the image
patches corresponding to the embeddings in a cluster. In this
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way as shown in Fig. 10, two image objects can be extracted
from the image straightaway.

This result indicates that image objects can be segmen-
ted in a straightforward manner without complicated image
processing techniques such as edge detection, model genera-
tion of object and so forth. However, it is also observed that
the head of the right colleague corresponding to cluster 8
as shown in Fig. 9 is not segmented properly, because some
image patches of this object is similar to those of the PC
screen and they are spatially connected. Moreover, it should
be brought into attention that the construction of x̄i lends
weight to argue the effect of ηs on the overall result, i.e., spa-
tial information on the global clustering. Our investigation
shows that the computed embeddings spread if ηs increases.
The investigation is omitted in this paper due to the space
limitation.

The third simulation is to study image object tracking.
It is based on the observations in (13). Accordingly, tra-
cking of an image object in an image sequence can be achie-
ved by tracking the cluster of interest. A sampled image
sequence is given in the left column of Fig. 11 where the
second column shows the corresponding computed embed-
dings. The rectangle covers the embeddings that are asso-
ciated with the head of the left colleague. By observing the
motion sequence, it can be concluded that the embeddings
move in the same manner as that of the objects. Therefore,
tracking of an embedding cluster is equivalent to tracking of
an image object.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an unsupervised learning
algorithm to discover the intrinsic structures of data, such as
neighborhood relationships, global distributions and cluste-
ring. The proposed algorithm eases the process of intrinsic
structure discovery by avoiding trial and error operations for
neighbor selection, and at the same time, allows the discovery
to adapt to the characteristics of input data. Furthermore, it is
able to discover intrinsic structures of data simultaneously,
and the discovered structures can be used to compute manipu-
lative embeddings for potential classification and recognition
purposes. Experiments for image object segmentation have
been carried out to demonstrate some potential applications
of the NLE algorithm.
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